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Since the last report at the end of October of 2016, six North Shore Model Railroaders opened their 

homes for the self-guided layout tours during the Railway Modellers Meet of British Columbia in 

November.    Attendance was good and people seemed to enjoy themselves thoroughly, seeing three 

layouts that had not been on PNR 7th Division’s layout tours before.  Thanks to John Green for organizing 

the tour, and to Chris Cullen, Kyle Gardiner, Rene Gourley, Tim Horton, and Dennis Sayle for hosting.  

Yours truly, Graham Stokes, also hosted.     

Since the 2016 Railway Modellers Meet, NSMRs met at various layouts to enjoy seeing progress, to run 

trains, to discuss developments in the hobby, and sometimes to operate.  We met on November 23rd at 

Tim Horton’s BCR N scale layout, December 21st at my Hidden Prairie Valley Railway HO layout, and 

February 22nd (2017) at Kyle Gardiner’s HO National Pacific 

On July 5th, several of the North Shore group visited three layouts on the Sunshine Coast.  Thanks to Jake 

Swaney for coordinating from “the Coast” as well as letting us visit his CP based HO layout.   Thanks to 

Graham McDonald for presenting his N scale logging layout, where we first admired his handiwork and 

then conducted some operations using car cards.   And thanks to Gord Campbell for hosting us for ops 

on his Cascade, Laggan, and Southern N scale layout that reaches from Vancouver to Calgary.  All three 

layouts feature excellence and innovation in our hobby. 

On July 27th these three Sunshine Coast model railroaders ferried across the waters to see Tim Horton’s 

N scale BCR N scale layout, operate on John Greens HO Coquihalla Valley Sub, and visit my Hidden 

Prairie Valley Railway.  These exchange visits between Sunshine Coast modellers and those on the 

mainland have become a very pleasant tradition.   Thanks to everyone involved. 

Thanks again to John Green for inviting the North Shore mainland group for an ops session at his CQVR 

this year.  John has been generous in his support of our group, and we appreciate it. 

After a fairly quiet summer, fourteen of us gathered at the Hidden Prairie Valley Railway again on 

October 25th.  New members, Myron Claridge and Stephen Vermeer were among our compliment, and it 

was good to see so many enjoying the exchange of ideas while passenger and freight trains worked the 

rails.  Four have offered to host into the start of the new year, so November, December of 2017, 

January, and February of 2018 look promising.  Furthermore, a new North Shore layout, yet unvisited by 

the NSMRs, is about to open its doors in the New Year.  

Submitted respectfully, 

Graham Stokes 

North Shore Representative-NMRA PNR 7th Division 


